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Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)

HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

WATCHKEEPER X

Watchkeeper X is an unmanned aircraft system
designed for a wide range of military and
homeland security mission requirements.

Designed to be tailored to your exact
needs through our unique packages:

The system delivers intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance
capability, operating in extreme and challenging environments
to collect, exploit and distribute vital information efficiently.
Watchkeeper X is a fully airworthy, certified, unmanned aircraft
system that can be adapted to your exact needs through the right
choice in sensors, exploitation, mobility and effectors options.
These options can be selected and inserted throughout the
lifetime of the system.

Sensors
For your exact intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance requirements

Central to the effectiveness of this certified high-performance
unmanned aircraft system is the aircraft. It has an impressive
16hrs+ endurance, operating at ranges in excess of 140km
with maximum transit speed of 95knots. When operating
multiple aircraft with the system you can achieve 24/7
surveillance, operating at any range.

LEADING THE WAY IN TACTICAL
INTELLIGENT SURVEILLANCE

MARITIME
Involves operating in mixed sea and land
environment to secure ports, and shipping lanes

Fully certified system
Adaptable for your needs
Build around sovereignty development and requirements

Exploitation
Providing you with the right
information in the right format at
the right time in the right place

Roadmap for upgrades and development

EXTENDED OPERATIONS
Require rapid deployment and minimal
support to operate beyond the homeland

HOMELAND SECURITY
Needs a safe and airworthy certified system to
protect critical infrastructure and secure borders

Mobility
Mobile expeditionary deployments by
air, land or sea without the need for
fixed infrastructure to operate

CONFLICT
Demands a robust and military standard
design to survive in high intensity warfare

Effectors
Accurate targeting information
and instant engagement to meet
your requirements

